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Crash force is a very nice game with very good graphics and a very good story as it makes you decide which craft you want
based on its abilities. It is a game that you dont get bored easily as there are a lot of extra things to unlock and it is multiplayer
although thre are not a lot of players playing this game. At all it is a very good game but there are some bugs that should be
fixed. I strongly recommend it if you want to play with friends. this is a good flight simulator
. Community tracks no longer work, can't download them. Probably wouldn't buy if I knew that before, but the game is fun
anyway. You could at least remove tracks that you can't download.. Awesome Characters for multiplayer, however not many
players <3
Matchmaking will take forever :(. If you've seen the stage show, this game is hilarious.

If you haven't seen the stage show, buy tickets right now!. Free content. Please, Kalypso, ensure that Jungle Specialist Kit works
on Mac and Linux versions of Jagged Alliance: Back in Action.. This is a neat DLC, looks pretty good.

I will do some pros and cons for the DLC

PROS
-Superb modelling
-Unique iconography on the right pauldron as well as a unique style of the helmet also hands that look like they're literally made
out of iron
-Now you can become one of Ferrus Manus' sons, which specialize in extensive use of bionic enhancements, you have close ties
with the Adeptus Mechanicus and therefore have an enhanced arsenal of weapons and vehicles compared to other Chapters of
Space Marines

CONS
-No cons

I recommend it. 10\/10 would augment myself with bionics again!
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Battleplan is a decent quick strategy game that keeps things basic. It has a very clean design and easy to follow interface. I also
like the historical background information with maps that prefaces each battle. It might not be grognard level, but I thing the
developers have done a fine job of capturing the essence of what the American Civil War entailed on a broad tactical level. I
have plenty of more complex war games such as Combat Mission and Grisby's humongous War in the East, but sometimes I just
want a short, no-nonsense battle, and this game fits the bill. It has several levels of difficulty and you can tailor the type of
enemy AI you want to engage. I hope there are games of this type in the offing. I'd love to see something from the English Civil
War or even ancient battles utilizing Battleplan's system. Battle of Cannae in under fifteen minutes, anyone?. One of my
favorite songs from one of my all-time favorite bands! It's a must-grab for any Halestorm fan!. Hang about??! So I bought the
game, now FTP... and I need to buy it again?! This studio can suck my big hairy toe... So you want a bugfree game? Forget
about it. But if you are a masochist like me and enjoy a big sandbox, you should play this.. I really like this kit, it's nice that it
includes xt railgun. It's definetly a fun and effective combo on the battlefield.. Hands down this is one of the best indie game ive
played so far. Deep atmosphere, creepy scenery and some evil looking monsters! One of the few, true survival horror games out
there, where you have to manage your ammo and your heal items. The crates is a very nice addition to the whole package.
Respect guys for fixing it! Also the ending left me hanging!
. Not bad at the start, very good impression. The visuals are pretty and cyberpunkish, I am a sucker for that fortunately for this
game, a bit not optimized because I cannot run this on the highest settings whilst being able to run for ex Witcher 3 on highest
and there is sadly no way to disable motion blur without completely disabling the post processing.
Gameplay gets rather boring and there are not that many players around.

I bought it on a sale so I am not entirely butthurt about this and I am hoping it will still be developed, but overall, in it's current
state, don't buy - unless on a big sale or when more features are added.. best. pack. ever.

EVER.

OM tested, Chargeo approved.. Volume 2 of the cute slice of life VN featuring more catgirls!

Pros:
- Coconut is best girl
- Artwork & music
- Yes, this game allows you to pet the cat

Cons:
- 18+ mode has to be bought separately
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